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If you use The Microsoft Network as your primary Internet connection, you 
probably know the frustration of launching an Internet application, such as a web 
browser, and then waiting for entire MSN Dialer program to load. Now, with DialMSN, 
you can selectively turn this off, so that only the Dial Up Networking connection box 
will appear. This method is much faster, saves a lot of time, and is significantly more 
efficient than using the standard MSN Dialer if all you want to do is the use the Internet. 
With DialMSN, you can enable this feature at will.

Directions

· Start DialMSN
· Check which MSN numbers you want to disable the Dialer for
· Click on Apply, then Exit

To see DialMSN in action:
· Simply launch your web browser, and instead of the normal MSN Dialer appearing 
to connect to the Internet, you should see the Dial Up Networking connection box appear

Notes

DialMSN is a freeware program. You may distribute it freely anywhere you want.
If you encounter any bugs with it, please send me e-mail describing the bug, the version 
of DialMSN you are using, and how to reproduce the bug. If you have any comments, 
questions, or suggestions, please send them my way. My e-mail address is: 
FirasE@msn.com.

WWW Site

The latest versions of all my shareware and freeware programs can be found at 
the following site:

http://users.aol.com/felhasan/

Legal Stuff

Use of DialMSN is the responsibility of the user. Any damage caused 
by DialMSN is at the risk of the user. The author takes no responsibility for 
any damage that DialMSN causes. Payment of the said registration fee 
entitles the user to a name and code which will activate the registered 
version of DialMSN. Illegal distribution of the registered version of 
DialMSN is in violation of U.S. and international copyright laws. Use of the 



unregistered version of DialMSN beyond the 30 day trial period is in 
violation of U.S. and international copyright laws.

Users of DialMSN must accept this disclaimer of warranty: "DialMSN
is supplied as is.  The author disclaims all warranties, expressed or implied, 
including, without limitation, the warranties of merchantability and of fitness
for any purpose. The author assumes no liability for damages, direct or 
consequential, which may result from the use of DialMSN."


